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Left and below: Both 
photos show SAAF ground 
crew  members (Ouma se 
Bandjie on the shoulders). 
It was photographed 
by numerous SAAF 
personnel still in 
70/71/65 colours. These 
two photos were taken 
with orthochromatic 
film, turning the yellow 
underside and yellow 
in the roundels a dark 
shade.

Right: This image shows 
the true yellow colour 
on the underside.



A collection of StG2 Ju 87s in an aircraft dump. B and F are visible. Aircraft ‘B’ appears to be in a 
different colour scheme to the two aircraft in front of it.

Ju 87 Wrecks
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601 Squadron’s ‘trophy’ 
proved a very popular 
subject for aspiring 
photographers - benefiting 
historians and modellers 
eighty years on with a 
wealth of detail. 

Ju 88A  +DHJu 88             +EK

Ju 88  3Z+DN   5./KG 77

This wreck was photographed after El Alamein; November 1942 in the vicinity of Fuka. 

Ju 88D-5  4U+GK 2.(F)/123

Ju 88D-5 4U+GK of 2.(F)/123, which was a reconnaissance unit. The caption on the back of the 
photo was ‘Bahiera 42’. Bir El Bahiera was captured after the batle for El Alamein, thus this photo 
must have taken after November 1942.

Above: A tail-less Ju 88A - the fuselage band may 
point to L1 for LG1. 

Right: The covers 
presumably help to 
keep the tyres cool, and 
protect the interior from 
damage. Note the black 
paint over the side of the 
engine nacelle.

Junkers Ju 88
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Ju 88  7A+AH Stab 1.(F)/121

Ju 88A-4  B3+DS 8./KG 54

Ju 88A-4  F1+BC W.Nr.2581  I./KG 76

Ju 88A-4, W.Nr.2581, F1+BC, previously NI+RE, without engines and partially vandalised, that 
belonged to I./KG 76. This unit operated against Allied shipping in the Med, and was based in Europe. 
This photo was taken at Foggia Satellite Airfield 3.

Left: Two images ofJu 
88 7A+AH from 1.(F)121 
next to Bf 109G-2 Trop 
Black 2+ of III./JG77.  
Found after the battle for 
Tobruk.

Above and Below: B3+DS being stripped of 
souvenirs! In the lower photo it looks more intact 
than the smaller picture. For some reason someone 
tried to remove the ‘B’ code and the cockpit has 
been looted.

Ju 88A  L1+C? LG 1

Ju 88 L1+C? from LG 1 found at Fuka in 1942. It was found in the album of No. 1 Squadron SAAF.
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Ju 88  7A+LH   1.(F)/121 

1.(F)/121 was responsible for long range coastal reconnaissance to track Allied convoys in the Med. It was 
initially based in Catania, but later moved to Libya and Tunisia. The unit badge representing a flying swan 
was used until the end of 1942 and can be seen on the nose. It was found in the vicinity of Fuka.

Ju 88  W.Nr.5737  F1+IH 1./KG 76 
  

F1+IH from 1./KG76 crash landed at Foggia-Tortorella on 16 July 1943, and was eventually destroyed 
by the Allied troops on 20 September 1943. The South African 205 Bomb Group,  31 and 34 Squadrons 
were based east of Foggia on south side of Manfredonia Road from December 1944. 

Ju 88 L1+AR  Stab/LG 1

This photo of L1+AR was found in one of the No. 16 Squadron SAAF albums. It caries the markings 
for Stab/LG 1. LG 1 played a major role in the attacks on Malta, but with the arrival of Rommel in 
Africa LG 1 started appearing in African skies. From late February 1941 photos of LG 1 aircraft appear 
in many of the South African albums until the end of the Western Desert Campaign. It is recorded that 
the photo was probably taken at the Benghazi airfield, which the Afrika Korps occupied after 4 April 
1941. The photo must have been taken after Benghazi was retaken on 25 April 1941.

Ju 88A L1+EK  2./LG 1

Another popular subject for photographers, due 
to its proximity to the roads to Fuka airfield. Right: The winter clothes 

date this photo to 
December 1944 or early 
1945.

Right: Another wreck of 
a 2./LG1 aircraft found in 
a SAAF veteran’s album. 
Topide RLM 79 with RLM 
76 underneath. Red ‘E’ 
with the rest of the codes 
in black.
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Ju 88A-5  L1+EH 1./LG 1

Ju 88  L1+  LG 1

Ju 88A  L1+FH 1./LG 1

Right: Ju 88A from 1./LG1 
found at Benina airfield in 
late December 1941. The 
unit badge is just visible. 

Right: Yet another LG1 
Ju88, this time from the 
second Staffel probably 
at  Derna.

Right: An unidentifiable 
Ju 88 lying next to a 
Blenheim wreck.

Main image: Ju 88A-5 L1+GN of 5./LG1 
found at Derna in1942. Me 110 3U+?R 
is in the background.  

Left: L1+EH shows an 
interesting camouflage 
variation with an RLM 
79 topside roughly 
painted over the old 
European greens around 
the fuselage markings. 
Underside is likely to have 
been RLM 65. 

Left: Ju 88A with a KG54 
unit badge and the name 
‘Traudl’. The background 
looks like Tunisia or Sicily. 
A detachment of KG 54 
operated from Derna 1 in 
June 1942. Their primary 
duty was anti-shipping 
raids in the Med. No. 24 
Squadron SAAF operated 
from Sicily, based at 
Comiso and Catania, so 
this photo could well have 
been taken at either of 
these airfields. 

Ju 88A  L1+BS 2./LG 1

Ju 88A   KG 54

Ju 88A-5  L1+GN 5./LG 1


